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Abstract 
Craggs, R., Links in 3-manifolds as obstructions in free reduction problems, Topology and its 
Applications 49 (1993) 15-53. 
We consider for 2-complexes K in 4-manifolds N, the problem of effecting by a geometric 
deformation of K in N, the free reduction of the relator words in the presentation pp, associated 
with K. In order to get a more clear picture, we restrict our attention to deformations of K in N 
that hold the l-skeleton K I of K fixed. For a large class of 2.complexes, called split 2.complexes, 
a class that includes all 2-complexes K contained in bicollared 3-manifold sections of the 
4.manifolds N, we show that the problem is an obstruction problem, with obstructions measured 
by finite families of links in a handlebody. The sought for deformation effecting free reduction 
can be found if and only if one of the links in the family is trivial. We also provide a fairly 
complete picture on what links can arise as obstruction links. 
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Introduction 
For any 2-complex K, there is an associated group presentation 
P)K = {xl,. . . ,4, I rI, . . . , r,} 
obtained by identifying to a point a maximal tree T(K) in the l-skeleton K’ of K 
and then associating the missing l-cells of the complex with the generators x,. The 
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presentation pK results from reading off the attaching maps for the 2-cells. Each 
r, is a word, not necessarily reduced, on the alphabet {x:}. Let K c N where N is 
a 4-manifold. For a given choice of pK, we can pose the following geometric 
reduction problem: 
Problem 1. Is there a 3-deformation K f ?+ L in N fixing the l-skeleton K’ of K 
so that the associated presentation 9”r is obtained from the presentation pK by 
freely reducing the relators in 9’)K ? 
A special case of Problem 1: 
Problem 2. Problem 1 for the case K c Bd N. 
We would like the deformation to be local in the sense that K is to be modified 
only near the places that the cancellations occur. This will be made more precise 
in the next section; for the present the reader should just expect this deformation 
to restrict to an isotopy on the frontier of a tubular neighborhood of the l-skeleton 
K ‘. Let us suppose that each relator r, is given as a product r, = n ui; ui, where each 
subword ZJ~ freely reduces to the empty word and the product nuii is freely reduced. 
Here = denotes equality as words and some of the words u,! may be empty. Let 
us also suppose that U is a regular neighborhood of the l-skeleton K’ of K and 
that U carries a mapping cylinder structure c, where f: Fr U + K’ is a map from 
Fr U to K’ and Fr denotes the frontier of a set. Let Y be a I-manifold subspace 
of K n Fr U. We want the deformation to fix the points of (K n Fr U)\ Y. We 
consider the items listed below to be the data for a desired local deformation, and 
we will henceforth denote this data by 9. 
(1) The complex K. 
(2) The maximal tree T(K). 
(3) The presentation PK. 
(4) The cancellation subwords u,,. 
(5) The regular neighborhood CJ with the mapping cylinder structure C,. 
(6) The l-manifold Y. 
Our main results are as follows: 
Theorem A. Let N be a 4-manifold and K c Bd N a 2-complex. Let there be given 
data 9 for a local deformation. Let J denote the polyhedron U n Bd N. 
There is a finite family, 3, of links in J where each link in the family is well dejned 
up to ambient isotopy in J by the data for the deformation problem. A local deformation 
can be found efSecting free reduction of the associated relator words if and only if one 
of the links in 27 is trivial in J. 
A second result builds on Theorem A to describe, for a certain special class of 
2-complexes called split 2-complexes to be defined in Section 7, the complete 
obstruction to local deformations effecting free reduction. We remark that a split 
2-complex K decomposes as a union of two subcomplexes K, u K- that share the 
same l-skeleton K’ and intersect precisely in this l-skeleton. 
Theorem B. Let K be a split 2-complex in the interior of the 4manifold N. There are, 
associated with the two subcomplexes K, and K_ of K, a pair of boundary reduction 
problems of the type addressed in Theorem A with associated obstruction link families 
_Y+ and E. A local deformation exists effecting a free reduction of the relator words 
of the associated presentation if and only tffor each of Zip, and .5_, one of the links 
in the family is trivial. 
A third result will show that a wide variety of links arise as obstruction links: 
Theorem C. Let L be a link in the j-sphere S3. Then there is a &manifold N, a 
2-complex K in Bd N, a tubular neighborhood J of the 1 -skeleton K ’ of K in Bd N, 
and there is an associated deformation problem such that the corresponding obstruction 
family consists of a single link L, in J, and there is a homeomorphism g from J to S’ 
such that L is the image of the obstruction link L,. 
Our interest in the special deformation problem, Problem 1, is motivated by the 
following simplification problem (see also Craggs [5] and Montesinos [14]): 
Problem 3. If M is a 3-manifold with 2-spine K, and if K abstractly 3-deforms to 
a 2-complex L with m or fewer l-cells, does K x 0 deform in M x [-1, l] to a 
2-complex L’ in M x [-1, 11 with m or fewer l-cells? 
It is perhaps too optimistic for one to hope that Problem 3 have a positive solution. 
But Problem 2, and perhaps Problem 3, can be regarded as obstruction problems 
and the obstructions understood. We regard Theorems A and B as possible steps 
in this direction. But we should point out that Problem 3 is a high stakes problem: 
If Problem 3 had a yes answer, then the Poincare conjecture would reduce to a 
weak form of the Andrews-Curtis conjecture and also, by virtue of the recent 
Gordon-Luecke solution [lo] to the knot complements problem, all knots in the 
3-sphere would have Property l? (See the discussion in Craggs [5, Section 41.) 
In Craggs [5], we considered the deformation problem above. We considered a 
2-complex K in the boundary M ~0 of a 4-manifold N = M x[O, 11, and we 
considered a special class of reduction deformations suggested by mapping cylinder 
properties of handlebodies. For this special class of deformations, we were able to 
isolate certain sets of links of O-spheres in l-spheres that act as obstacles to the 
construction of one of these special deformations. We found that if all the links in 
one of these sets of links are trivial then the desired reduction deformation can be 
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found; although we were unable to determine, for the case of nontrivial links, 
whether or not it might be possible to achieve a reduction deformation by a different 
technique. 
This paper originated in an attempt to apply the construction of [S] to some 
problems involving ribbon disks, in particular the asphericity question for ribbon 
disk complements, and also in an attempt to place the construction of [S] on an 
obstruction theoretic basis. The ribbon disk connection will be reported on elsewhere 
(see [6]). We will establish the obstruction foundation for [5] by showing, in Theorem 
D, that either of the two constructions, the one here or the one in [S], can be applied 
to effect a free reduction if and only if the other one can be applied to effect a free 
reduction. We remark that the proof of this fact differs greatly from an incorrect 
proof supplied in an earlier version of this paper. The construction in [5] offers 
some very sharp control over the free reduction deformation, especially as it relates 
to the projection map M x [0, l] + M. If one is satisfied with the form of the local 
deformations here, then in fact the proof of Theorem D offers a simplification over 
the proof in [5]. 
Here is an outline of the paper: After introducing some notation and definitions 
in Section 1, we devote Sections 2 and 3 to a discussion of the cancellation segments 
from [5]. In Section 4, we take up the definition of the l-dimensional link obstructions 
here and we investigate the connection between these links and the O-dimensional 
links in [5]. We also give a proof in one direction for the main theorem, Theorem 
A. Connecting up things with the linking phenomena in [5] enables us to finish the 
proof of Theorem A in Section 5. We give a simple algorithm for determining the 
triviality of our obstruction links. Also, we establish the equivalence of the two free 
reduction constructions. In Section 6 we establish Theorem C to the effect that every 
link in the 3-sphere is the image of an obstruction link. In Section 7 we establish 
Theorem B, the generalization of Theorem A to the category of split 2-complexes. 
We close the paper in Section 8 with some questions and problems. 
It is a pleasure to express our thanks to Will Haight and Paul Kapitza for a lot 
of critical reading of this manuscript and help in preparation of the figures here, 
to Tim Cochran and Kent Orr for helpful and challenging discussions about links, 
and to Jim Howie for suggesting a connection to us between ribbon disks and the 
free reduction construction. We also wish to thank an unknown NSF referee for 
suggesting the term local deformation. 
1. Definitions 
Except for a brief excursion into the topological category in Section 5, we work 
in the PL category. A 2-complex is considered to be both a polyhedron and a CW 
2-complex. For CW-complexes, all attaching maps are assumed to be combinatorial 
(homeomorphisms on open cells) and PL. A regular neighborhood U of a polyhe- 
dron X is small relative to pol_vhedra 2, , . . , Z,, provided that U can be represented 
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as a second derived neighborhood in some triangulation in which 2,). . . , Z,, are 
carriers of subcomplexes. 
1.1. Mapping cylinders 
Given a map f: X + Y of topological spaces, the topological mapping cylinder M, 
is the identification space (X x [0, 11) u Y/ - where - is the equivalence relation 
generated by (x, 0) = f( x) for each x E X. There are two natural coordinate functions 
for M, : First a retraction r : M, + Y given by (x, t) +f(x), and second a level function 
A : M, + [0, l] given by (x, t) + t. Many of the techniques in this paper revolve about 
the use of PL and simplicial mapping cylinders. These techniques will test some of 
the limitations of PL mapping cylinders. Simplicial mapping cylinders were originally 
defined by Whitehead [19], who showed that they are topologically equivalent to 
the topological mapping cylinders. We prefer to use Cohen’s [3] equivalent definition 
of the simplicial mapping cylinder. Let f: K + L be a simplicial map. Let L’ be the 
barycentric subdivision of L and let K’ be a subdivision of K such that f: K’+ L’ 
is simplicial. The simpliciaf mapping cylinder C, is a subcomplex of the abstract join 
K’* L, 
C, = {a * b(a,) * . . . * b(v,,) 1 a <f(a,) and (T, < . . . < u,, < K}+ L. 
Akin [l] introduced, by means of equivalence classes on simplicial mapping 
cylinder structures, a PL mapping cylinder which allows for some subdivision. This 
adds some flexibility to simplicial mapping cylinders. In particular, by allowing for 
subdivision and subcomplexes, say K,, a subcomplex of K or X a polyhedron in 
K, we can frequently refer to a restricted mapping cylinder C,,,,, or C,,,. Just as in 
the toplogical category, we can define PL coordinate functions r and A for mapping 
cylinders, and with some care in the choice of them and of the equivalence between 
PL and topological mapping cylinders, we may suppose that r and A serve in both 
the topological and PL definitions. First there is the PL retraction r : IC, I+ 1 LI such 
that t-1 IK I =f: Second there is the coordinate function A : C, + [0, l] such that A -l(O) = 
IL1 and A-‘(l)=]KI. 
In our applications, L will always be a graph and K will be an orientable surface 
or a 3-manifold (either a cube with handles or a sphere with handles). We will 
assume that r is chosen so that except for a finite number of points of L, the inverse 
image r-‘(x) is a ball of the appropriate dimension. When we are dealing with 
simplicial mapping cylinders, this exceptional set will be assumed to be a subset of 
the vertices of L. 
The two functions r and A allow us to describe broken line segments in C, between 
points x of 1 K I and r(x) of ILI. F or each point y of C, not in 1~1 there is a unique 
broken segment in C, through y. In the topological mapping cylinder, this broken 
segment becomes a subset of some y x [0, l]/- where y E IK I. Let Sg(y) denote the 
subsegment that runs from y to 1~1. For the degenerate case where y belongs to 1~1, 
let Sg(y) just denote y. We will have occasion to use a nonpolyhedral subspace of 
the mapping cylinder C,. Let Y be a polyhedron in C,. By the projection cylinder 
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under Y, denoted by PC ( Y), we mean the union of the segments, 
PC ( Y) = U{Sg(y) I Y E y>. 
By analogy with the standard mistake in polyhedral topology, the projection cylinder 
surely fails to be a polyhedron in general. Nevertheless, it turns out to be useful. 
1.2. Mapping cylinder deformations 
Let K be a 2-complex in a 4-manifold N, and let U be a regular neighborhood 
of the l-skeleton K’ of K that carries the structure of a PL mapping cylinder C, 
where f: Fr U + K’ is some PL map. Here Fr denotes the frontier of a set, the 
common limit points of a set and its complement. Suppose that K n U has the form 
of a restricted mapping cylinder C,iKnFr U where each 2-cell ef of K intersects Fr U 
in a simple closed curve S;. Set S = US,. Any 2-deformation S7 % T of S in Bd U 
gives rise to a 3-deformation C,,,r < C,,, of K n U holding the l-skeleton K’ fixed. 
See [4, Section 41 for some details of this construction. Similarly, if N, is a collar 
on Fr U in the complement of Int U, then by using some standard extensions, as 
in [12, 131 for example, it is possible to extend the 2-deformation of S to a 
3-deformation of K n N,. The notion of a combinatorial isotopy is used in the 
definition below. Combinatorial isotopies are discussed in Appendix A. By a mapping 
cylinder deformation of K corresponding to the mapping cylinder structures above, 
we mean a 3-deformation of K such that the restriction to U is obtained as above 
by applying a combinatorial isotopy of S = US, in Fr U. 
1.3. Simple data, rejining data 
Let 9 be data for a deformation problem. We say that the data is simple if for 
each subword vi,, there is a letter x, and an exponent F = *l, both depending on 
the subword vi,, so that nii has the form vii = x,’ . vii(l) . x; where u,(l) is some 
subword of vii. Let 9 and gh’ be two sets of data based on the same presentation 
PK. We say that 9’ is a refinement of 9 if each vk, is a subword of some vd and 
Y’s Y. Note that from the uniqueness of free reduction, it follows that the subwords 
vh, account for all of the subwords v,~. We say that 9’ is a simple refinement of 9 
if it is both a simple set of data and a refinement of 9. 
1.4. Local deformations 
Let 9 be data for the deformation problem, Problem 1. From now on, we will 
always assume that the mapping cylinder structure is nondegenerate when restricted 
to K in the sense that for any point x of K ‘, the intersection f-‘(x) n K is finite. 
Let T(K) be the maximal tree in K’ that is identified to a point to obtain PK. Let 
the 2-cells e, and the curves Si be given as before. We say that a deformation of K 
in N is localfor the data 9 if the restriction of the deformation to U is a mapping 
cylinder deformation and the restriction of the deformation to Fr U leaves (K n 
Fr U)\ Y fixed. Notice that the definition of local deformation may identify a 
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deformation as local for one choice of Y while rejecting 
choice. Relatively speaking, the bigger the l-manifold 
deformation to be local. 
1.5. Admissible tree facrorings 
21 
it as local for a different 
Y the easier it is for a 
Let f‘: A + G be a simplicial map from an arc to a graph such that f represents 
a trivial simplicial loop. Note in particular that f(Bd A) is a single point. Let T be 
a tree with distinguished vertex to, called the base point of T, and let 4 : A + T and 
Cc, : T + G be simplicial maps such that the diagram below is commutative: 
T-G 
We say that the factoring off above is an admissible tree factoring provided that 
(1) 4 represents a trivial simplicial loop with d(Bd A) = 1,. 
(2) $ is nondegenerate in the sense that it maps 1-simplexes to 1-simplexes. 
(3) The preimage under 4 of any open I-simplex of T is made up of exactly two 
open 1-simplexes of A. 
Admissible tree factorings are really just a graphic way to record, for a trivial loop 
in the edge path group, a particular sequence of foldings (in the language of Stallings 
[18]) that converts the trivial edge loop to the empty loop. 
2. Cancellation segments 
For the next several sections we will be assuming that we are dealing with the 
special boundary case of the free reduction problem, Problem 2. We suppose that 
data 9 is given. Our deformation problem asks for a local deformation of K keeping 
the l-skeleton K’ fixed so as to effect a removal of the subwords zlij. 
2.1. Transverse disks, reading disks 
Let J denote the handlebody U n Bd M. For each l-cell e: of K’ not in T(K), 
choose a point xI, of e; and let C, denote the disk rm’(xk) n J. We call the disks C, 
reading disks. For the case of simplicial mapping cylinders, for each l-simplex (T 
of K ‘, let C(U) denote the disk r-‘(b(a)) n J. We call these disks transverse disks. 
Each transverse disk is two sided, and we assume that for each disk, an assignment 
has been made of one side as the positive side and the other side as the negative 
side. We may suppose that in this case the reading disks C, are just the transverse 
disks associated with the I-simplexes cam not in a simplicial maximal tree in K ‘. 
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2.2. Cancellation segments 
It is possible to read off the letters of the words r, directly from the intersections 
(ef n Bd J) n C, : Each ef n Bd J is a simple closed curve S,. Set S = US,. We may 
suppose that some point of S,\uC, is chosen as a base point and that S, is oriented. 
Then moving around Si in the direction of the orientation, we just record the disks 
C, met, entering xc when the intersection is from the negative side to the positive 
side and entering xi in the other case. We define a simplicial arc A in S to be a 
cancellation segment if it reads a trivia1 word w = 1 in the manner above. We define 
the cancellation segment A to be simple if the corresponding word w has the form 
X pF. w( 1) . xF as in the case of simple data for a deformation. Here the first and 
last transverse disks encountered by A are the same. For the given data, we can 
associate cancellation segments A,, c S, with the words u,, so that each A,j reads the 
word u,~. 
Mapping cylinder techniques are used in Craggs [5] to effect the geometric free 
reduction of attaching maps for 2-complexes. We review that construction now, 
correct a minor error, and develop some variations of the material on cancellation 
segments. Consider Problem 2 and the data 9. 
There is no loss in assuming that N = M x [0, 11. If some more genera1 N is given, 
then we just consider the case of a local deformation in a collar on the boundary 
of N. There is an implicit assumption in [5] that the data for the local deformation 
is simple; although this issue is not really addressed there. Let J = U n Bd N. At 
this point J is interpreted as a simplicial or PL mapping cylinder C,,,, J with K n J 
having the form of the restricted mapping cylinder C,,, where S = K n Bd J. We 
assume that f is nondegenerate in the sense that the preimage under f of any point 
of K ' has dimension at most 1, and we assume further thatfl K n Bd J is nondegener- 
ate so that the preimage of any point under f is finite. 
Although both PL and simplicial mapping cylinders are used in [5], eventually 
the simplicial construction is favored. A simplicial modelfand the mapping cylinder 
structure C, are chosen so that the arcs Agj become subcomplexes of Bd J. We may 
suppose that the maximal tree T(K) has been extended to a simplicial maximal 
tree so that each intersection with a reading curve C, n K' is an interior point of 
a l-simplex & of K' not in T(K). The arcs A,, represent trivia1 simplicial loops 
under the map f that read the words v,,. There is an assumption in [5] that the 
boundaries Bd A,, map to distinct points in K' under J: This assumption is not 
necessary and can be ignored, as a reading of the proof of the main theorem there 
reveals that the assumption is never used. 
The restrictions f[A,, are observed to have admissible tree factorings: 
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The factorings determine a complete pairing of the letters to be cancelled away in 
each v,;; however we need here to have somewhat the reverse factorings that are 
induced by a given pairing of the cancellation letters. Set G = K ‘. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that a pairing is given of the letters in each v,, corresponding to 
the deletion of cancelling pairs of letters. Then there are admissible tree factorings as 
above that induce the given pairing. 
Proof. It is clearly enough to consider just one cancellation segment A,. The pairing 
of the letters induces a corresponding partial pairing of the simplexes of A,,: Pair 
two simplexes if they read letters paired in the pairing of letters. Notice that, under 
this pairing, paired 1-simplexes map, with opposite orientations, to the same simplex 
of G under f: Consider an arbitrary simplicial arc B and a nondegenerate simplicial 
mapping g of the arc to G (I-simplexes are mapped to 1-simplexes). Let us define 
a partial pairing of the I-simplexes of the arc to be admissible if the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) For each pair, the two I-simplexes of the pair map, with opposite orientations, 
to the same l-simplex of G. 
(2) For every two pairs of paired simplexes, the corresponding O-spheres made 
up of the barycenters of the paired 1-simplexes are unlinked in B. 
(3) For every pair of paired I-simplexes (CT,, CT?), if B(cr,, az) denotes the smallest 
subarc of B that contains both of the simplexes, then the restriction g 1 B(a,, (TJ 
represents a trivial simplicial loop. 
Remark. Condition (3) is automatic when the partial pairing already includes all 
I-simplexes corresponding to cancellation letters in a cancellation segment. 
The proof of the lemma proceeds by induction on the sum of the number of 
I-simplexes in A,, and the number of unpaired 1-simplexes. The case with sum 0 
is trivial. Suppose that two paired 1-simplexes share a vertex in common. Then 
identify the paired 1-simplexes to get an arc with a sticker attached to it. The map 
f induces a corresponding map of the arc and sticker to G. By throwing out the 
sticker, we get an arc with a partial admissible pairing of some of the 1-simplexes 
where the sum in the inductive hypothesis has diminished by 2. The admissible tree 
factoring on this new arc induces the desired factoring on A,,. 
Suppose that no two paired 1-simplexes share a common vertex. Then there are 
two paired 1-simplexes (T, and CT? that are closest together in the sense that some 
union of unpaired simplexes, B'(a, , CT?), is an arc with one end point on each of 
the two I-simplexes. Suppose that the arc B’(a, , CT?) has at least four I-simplexes. 
Then by analyzing the round trips that witness the triviality of the simplicial loop 
g 1 B(a, > (T?), we can find a pair corresponding to a round trip where both are 
contained in the arc B’((T,, a,). But then we may add this pair of 1-simplexes to 
the partial admissible pairing and apply induction. Finally, if the arc B’(a,, az) 
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contains only two 1-simplexes we can, by a case analysis, easily see how to extend 
the pairing so as to apply induction. U 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 leads to the following immediate mild generalization: 
Corollary 2.2. Suppose that Ai; + K ’ is a trivial simplicial loop, and that an admissible 
given on some of the 1-simplsxes of pi;. 
Then there is an admissible tree factoring A, -% T ‘I z K’ that induces the partial 
pairing above. 
Assume now that there are admissible tree factorings (A,, Tj,, &, Gjj) that are 
consistent with the simple data for the local deformation. For future reference let 
T denote the disjoint union uTij of the trees T,Y, and let A denote the union of the 
cancellation segments A,;. Let !P denote the map from T to K ’ given by Gllj on each 
tree zj, and let @ denote the map from A to T given by @i, on each A,,. Orient the 
1-simplexes of T so that they are directed away from the base points. For each 
l-dimensional connected subset 2 of T, let T(Z) denote the union of all simplexes 
containing points of 2 together with the union of all points separated by 2 from 
the base point of the corresponding component of T. Similarly, define A(Z) to be 
the closure of the smallest open arc in A containing C’(Z\Fr Z). We will refer to 
the factoring A -+ T+ K’ as admissible if the restriction to each component is 
admissible. 
Define a linear map /3 : T -+ R that takes on integer values precisely on the vertices 
of T and takes on the value 0 on each 4,(Bd A,). The map p measures the length 
of arcs in T from the base point of some Ti, to some point of T. If u is a vertex of 
T, then the value of /3 is k on u if there are exactly k - 1 vertices in the interior of 
the unique arc from the base point of the component Tij containing u to u. For 
each l-simplex (T of T, /3(g) is an interval [k, k + l] for some integer k. 
In the mapping cylinder construction of [5] there are balls and beams, where the 
balls refer to preimages under r of second derived neighborhoods of the vertices 
and beams to preimages of second derived neighborhoods of the barycenters of the 
edges of K. The following definitions are modeled on the conditions in the definition 
of linked cancellation segments of [5] and are intended to generalize the definitions 
in [5]. These generalizations will be very useful in detecting linking in the l- 
dimensional obstruction links. 
Let k and 1 be nonnegative integers. By a (k, I)-edge split in Bd J corresponding 
to the pair of edges (a, a’) in T, we mean a pair of edge pairs (Q-‘(U), @-‘(a’)) 
in Bd J such that 
(1) V(a) = W(a’) = T for some simplex T of K’, 
(2) P(a)=[k, k+l] and /?(~‘)=[l, l+l], and 
(3) the pair of O-spheres (@-‘(b(a)), F’( b(a’))) is linked in f-‘(b(7)). 
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See Fig. 1. By a (k, I)-vertex split in Bd J corresponding to the pair of edges (a, u’), 
we mean a pair of edge pairs (Q-‘(g), C’(V’)) in Bd J where u and (T’ are two 






P(a) = P(c+) = r for some simplex T of K ‘, 
P( 2.4) = !P(u’), 
P(u)=k, 
p(u’) = I and 
the pair of O-spheres (@-‘(b(a)), @-‘(b(a’))) is linked in f-‘(b(7)). 
See Fig. 1 and reinterpret the data from the point of view of vertices. We say that 
a split of either type corresponding to a pair (a, ~7’) is a same side split provided 
that the simplexes u and (T’ map to T with the same orientation and is an opposite 
side split provided that the two simplexes map to T with opposite orientations. Both 
same side splits and opposite side splits can cause serious difficulty to carrying out 
the free reduction process in [5]. 
[5, Lemma 3.11 asserts, in essence, that same side splits do not exist; however 
this is false. By taking any example of opposite side linking and introducing a 
switchback at the place of linking, turning one O-sphere on a transverse disk into 
three nested O-spheres, it is possible to produce examples of same side linking. See 
Fig. 4. The incorrect argument of this false lemma is used in the proof of the main 
theorem of [5]; thus, in order to avoid the difficulty created by this argument, it 
will be necessary to change the hypotheses of the main theorem by correcting the 
definition of linked cancellation segments given there. 
Let a factoring be given as promised by Lemma 2.1 corresponding to the data. 
We say that the factoring is normal for the data provided that for every integer 1, 
each (0, I)-split is an opposite side split. Two splits of any type corresponding to 
pairs of edges (a,, a:) and (ga, v;) satisfy a nesting condition if after appropriate 
interchanges of the elements within the pairs and possible switching of the roles of 
the two pairs, we have the following condition satisfied: T( a,) = T( (T?) and T( ui) c 
T(4). 
We define below three special sets of pairs of I-simplexes of T: 
(1) 2, is the set of pairs {(a, a’)} of simplexes of T such that ‘P ( CT) = !P( d), and 
P(a) = /~?(a’), and u and u’ map to V(u) with opposite orientations. 
Fig. 1. An edge split. 
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(2) 2, is the set of pairs {(a, a’)} of simplexes of T such that T’(U) = !P(a’), and 
for some k, /?(o)=[k-1, k] and P(a’)=[k, k+l] or vice versa, and for some 
vertices u of CT and u’ of (T’, we have P(u) = !P(u’) and p(u) = p(u’). 
(3) E2 is the set of pairs {(a, o’)} of T such that q(a) = !P(a’), and /3(a) = P(a’), 
and (T and (T’ map to P(a) with the same orientation. 
Note that pairs corresponding to (k, k)-edge splits go into X;, if they correspond to 
opposite side splits and into 2, if they are same side splits. Similarly, pairs corres- 
ponding to (k, k)-vertex splits go into E, if they correspond to opposite side splits 
and into 2, if they correspond to same side splits. 
For two 1-simplexes (T, and u2 of T, we say that the corresponding pair of 
cancellation segments A(a,), A(o,) is linked provided that some pair (a, (T’) in X0, 
2,) or 2, corresponds to a split and is such that UC T(a,) and (T’G T(a,). Note 
that self linking is possible here. We say that there exist linked cancellation segments 
provided that some pair of cancellation segments is linked. This is equivalent to the 
condition that any one of the sets E,, or C, , or & contain a pair corresponding to 
a split. In the definition from [5] we considered only opposite side splits thus 
ignoring &. The main result of [5] is stated below assuming the revised definition 
of linked cancellation segments. See Appendix B for a discussion of some necessary 
changes in the proof from [5]. 
Theorem D. If there are no linked cancellation segments, then the free reduction can 
be efSected by a deformation of K x 0 in M x [0, 11 fixing the l-skeleton of K that is 
active only on the part of K x 0 in J x 0. 
The definitions of edge and vertex splits are set up to aid in detecting a sense of 
continuity among splits. The following lemma establishes a connection between 
vertex splits and edge splits. It follows directly from the definitions and the proof 
is left to the reader: 
Lemma 2.3. Let k and 1 be nonnegative integers. 
(1) If there is a (k, I)-edge split corresponding to a pair (CT, u’), then there are both 
(k + 1, 1) - and (k, I+ 1)-vertex splits corresponding to the same pair. 
(2) If there is a (k, I)-vertex split corresponding to a pair (u, u’), then there is an 
edge split corresponding to the same pair. 
Let data for a local deformation problem be given. Further let there be given an 
associated admissible factoring Q : A + T and q : T + K ‘. We will say the factoring 
satisfies a continclity principle provided that the following conditions are met: 
(1) If (a, a’) is a (k, I)-vertex split, then there is a (k, I-1)-edge split (p, p’) 
provided that I> 0, and there is a (k - 1, I)-edge split (p, p’) provided that k > 0. 
(2) The two splits (u, a’) and (p, p’) of (1) satisfy a nesting condition. 
Theorem 2.4. Let data for a local deformation problem be given along with admissible 
tree factorings. Suppose that the tree factorings satisfy a continuity principle. 
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Then there exist linked cancellation segments ifand only if there exists a (0, m)-edge 
split for some nonnegative integer m. 
Proof. Only if: suppose that there exist linked cancellation segments. There is, for 
some nonnegative n, either an (n, n)-edge split or an (n, n)-vertex split. Now 
repeated application of the continuity principle shows that a (k, /)-edge split gives 
rise to a (k - 1, It I)-edge split. Thus by an induction argument an (n, n)-edge split 
gives rise to a (0,2n)-edge split. Similarly, a (k, I)-vertex split gives rise to a 
(k - 1, I)-edge split which in turn gives rise to a (k - 1, If I)-vertex split. By another 
induction argument we obtain, from an (n, n)-vertex split a (1,2n - I)-vertex split 
in this way. But this gives rise to a (0,2n - I)-edge split. This completes the proof 
of the only if part. 
If: Suppose that there exists a (0, m)-edge split for some m. If m is even, say 
m =2n, then eventually we obtain as in the previous part an (n, n)-edge split. But 
this exhibits linked cancellation segments. If m is odd, say m = 2n + 1, then applying 
the argument of the only if part we find that there is an (n + 1, n + I)-vertex split. 
Again this indicates linked cancellation segments. 0 
3. More on cancellation segments: refactoring 
The continuity principle is, in our opinion, the key to understanding why the two 
free reduction constructions lead to the same result. It will be seen that when a 
factoring has a continuity principle satisfied, then the absence of linked cancellation 
segments implies the absence of any splits at all. In the above case, it will follow 
from Theorem 4.4 here that the free reduction deformation promised by the main 
theorem of [5] can also be accounted for by the construction here. We investigate 
how changing an admissible factoring might be used to eliminate certain undesirable 
splits so as to have a continuity principle satisfied. 
Let T be a union of trees T, with base points *f and edges oriented in the direction 
away from the base points. We define subsets T(Z) and A(Z) as in Section 2. We 
have already mentioned the distance function p on T that is the extension of the 
measure of the distance from a vertex to a base point *, of T. Consider an admissible 
factoring A A T --% K’. For a pair of I-simplexes o, and (TV of T, let A(a,, CJ 
denote the smallest subarc of A that contains both A((T,) and A(v,). If (T, and c2 
are two I-simplexes of T with (T*C T(a,), then we define as follows two subarcs 
B,(a,, a,) of A(a,): First let B,(O, (T,, c2) denote the two arcs that are the closures 
of the components of A(u,)\A(a,). Assign the labels + and - in an arbitrary 
fashion. Now define the arcs B,(g,, (TV) to be the unions of the arcs B+(O, u,, r2) 
and the corresponding I-simplexes of A(a,) incident with Bd A(v,). We define the 
factoring to be reducible at the pair ((T, , u2) where (T, and (T? are I-simplexes of T 
provided that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) a>~ T(a,). 
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(2) (T, and u2 map to the same simplex 7 of G with opposite orientations. 
(3) The two subarcs B,(a, , (T*) are both cancellation segments in the sense that 
the restriction off to each of these arcs represents a trivial simplicial loop. 
A reducible factoring leads to one or more new factorings in the following way. A 
factoring A’ 3 T’ -% K ’ is a reduction of a factoring A * Tz K’ at the 
pair (a,, a,) provided that the following conditions are met: 
(1) The original factoring A --% T 5 K’ is reducible at the pair (a,, a*). 
(2) A’GA. 
(3) The arcs in A’ account for all the cancellations accounted for by the arcs 
in A. 
(4) For each BF(~, , u2), (E = +), there is a l-simplex p of T’ such that Q-‘(p) 
is contained in B,((T, , cz) and contains both endpoints of B,(a, , a,). 
Basically, a factoring is reducible as long as it is possible to adjust the pairing so 
that some paired 1-simplexes are brought closer together. We could also talk about 
pushing simplexes farther apart by defining an expansion of a factoring to be the 
undoing of a reduction. We will not have need of expansions here. We do note with 
some irony, however, that even though reductions have to be used frequently to 
guarantee the normality conditions needed for defining obstruction links in the next 
section, in simple examples it is often expansions that eliminate the cancellation 
segments. We will show below that reductions can be used to eliminate same side 
splits. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf {A,} is a collection of cancellation segments with associated tree 
factoring that does not admit any reductions, then there are no same side splits associated 
with the factoring. 
Proof. Let _? denote the universal cover of J. We may assume that the covering 
projection map is simplicial. Suppose that there is a same side split associated with 
a pair ((T, a’). Let v and (T’ map under ?I? to a simplex r of K ‘. Consider the arcs 
A(v) and A(a’) and the beam B(r). Lift all three to copies Z?(T), i(a), and A(o)), 
so that the two lifted arcs begin and end by passing through the lifted beam. Consider 
the corresponding lifting C(a) of the disk C(o) = r-‘(b(a)) in the beam. We claim 
that each of the two lifted arcs intersects the lifted disk in exactly two points, and 
these pairs of points link in Bd C?(a). If there were more points of intersection, 
then since any loop in the universal cover represents a trivial simplicial loop in Z, 
we would have a contradiction to the irreducibility of our factoring. The linking of 
the pairs is a direct consequence of the fact that we have a same side split. But 
now, a homology argument applies to contradict the assumption that we have a 
same side split: Complete the lifted arcs A((T) and Ai to simple closed curves 
by adding arcs in Bd e(a). The linking of the two boundaries implies that the two 
simple closed curves have intersection number 1 on Bd i But this is impossible 
since both simple closed curves represent elements of the kernel of the inclusion 
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induced map H,(Bd 7) + H,(j). Compare the faulty argument in [S, Lemma 3.11. 
This argument would have said that with or without reducibility, the interiors of 
A(o) and A(o) did not intersect C(a). 0 
The lemma below shows that by changing the factoring, same side splits can be 
eliminated to produce normal factorings. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that a collection of cancellation segments {A,,} is given correspond- 
ing to data 9 for a local deformation. Suppose that an admissible factoring is associated. 
Then there is a second admissible factoring consistent with some refinement of the 
data for the local deformation so that the new factoring is not reducible and therefore 
there are no same side splits. 
Proof. If we can show how to insure that the factoring is not reducible, then the 
result will follow from Lemma 3.1. For each component Tj, of T, let *,j denote the 
base point of Tj. Suppose that the factoring is reducible at some pair. 
We first deal with the extreme case where the factoring is reducible at some pair 
(fl,, a,) and c, contains the base point of one of the trees. This means that A(o,) 
is one of the cancellation segments A,,. If we encounter this extreme case, we carry 
out a reduction at the pair. We repeat such reductions as long as we have reducibility 
at a pair as above where one of the simplexes contains a base point of one of the 
trees. Each such reduction does one of two things: It either increases the number 
of cancellation segments, or it increases the order of one of the base point vertices 
while not changing the orders of the remaining base point vertices. Reductions of 
this kind must eventually terminate because both the number of cancellation seg- 
ments and the order of a base point vertex is bounded by half the number of 
1-simplexes in the original collection of cancellation segments. All further work will 
assume that the cancellation segments are fixed while the tree factoring changes. 
We consider that we are processing the vertices and edges of certain trees T,,. 
The preceding paragraph has defined the processing on the part pm’([0, 11) of the 
trees. This part will now be considered fixed, and we will next process the part 
pP’([l, 21). Once pm’([O, k]) has been processed, we consider that it will be held 
fixed and just the further branches of the trees changed. 
Suppose that we have processed BP’([0, k]) so that no offending subarcs occur 
in the corresponding part of the cancellation segments. Consider a simplex (T, of 
some tree that maps under p to [k, k+ 11. If some offending subsegment of A(a,) 
occurs, break up the factoring of A(o,) into three pieces as before. Repeat this 
construction as necessary until pm’([0, k]) h as been processed. Each reduction 
increases the order of one of the vertices in P-‘(k) while leaving the orders of all 
other vertices in this set the same; thus for the same reason as before the process 
must terminate at level k. 
The process of refinement above must terminate over all stages; otherwise the 
values of /3 would eventually exceed the bound of half the number of 1-simplexes 
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in the original collection of cancellation segments. Upon termination of the process, 
we have the desired irreducible factoring. Figure 4 shows roughly how same side 
linking is eliminated by refactoring. q 
4. The obstruction links 
4.1. Associating the family of links 
Consider for the moment, simple data 9 associated with a deformation problem. 
Assume also that there exists a normal factoring associated with the data. Note that 
the retraction associated with the mapping cylinder structure on J induces neighbor- 
hood retractions pi on the 2-cell B2 used to define the characteristic maps vi. The 
words o,, determine disjoint simple cancellation segments A,, that do not contain 
the base point of Si so that each Aij reads q,. For each reading disk C,, choose 
close, parallel copies Cl and CL respectively on the positive and negative sides of 
C,. By lengthening each cancellation segment Ai, slightly we may suppose that it 
begins and ends on one of the parallel disks CL. 
For each disk C; list the arcs A,(k, F) that begin and end on CY_L. By virtue of 
the normality condition on the factoring, we can find disjoint spanning arcs Bii( k, e) 
in the copies CL of the reading disks C, with boundaries satisfying Bd B,,(k, e) = 
Bd Ai,. Set Rii = A,; u B,,. We say that the arc B;, is the lip for the curve R,. We say 
that the link L, = IJR, is an obstruction link associated with the simple data 9. 
See Fig. 2. For the embedding of the handlebody in 3-space that is shown, the link 
is a trefoil knot. 
Fig. 2. Trefoil knot as an obstruction link 
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Consider now an arbitrary set of (not necessarily simple) data 9 associated with 
a reduction problem. A finite family of links ZK is said to be a family ofobstruction 
links associated with the data 9, if d;pK is a collection of obstruction links, one 
associated with each simple refinement of 9 that has a corresponding normal 
factoring. Lemma 3.2 shows that any nontrivial set of data determines a nonempty 
family of obstruction links. 
Lemma 4.1. If L and L’ are two diflerent obstruction links associated with the same 
simple data, then the two are ambient isotopic by an ambient isotopy of M that restricts 
to an ambient isotopy of the handlebody J. 
Proof. We may assume that the disks C’i and C: used to define L and L’ are disjoint. 
Then the disks C, and Ci, are ambient isotopic in the handlebody J as are the 
parallel copies of Cl and CL’, and this isotopy induces an isotopy between the two 
links. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let 9 be simple data for a local deformation problem in the 4-mamfold 
N. Let J be a regular neighborhood of the 1 -skeleton K ’ of K in Bd N. Let L, be an 
associated obstruction link. 
If L, is trivial in J then there exists a local deformation effecting a free reduction 
of the relator words of PK. 
Proof. Let the cancellation arcs in L, be denoted by A,, where each Ai, is contained 
in the component R, of Lk. Recall that B,, denotes the corresponding lip R,\Int A,j. 
There are mutually disjoint disks D,, in J with R,, = Bd D,, and D,, n Bd J = A,j. Let 
U be a regular neighborhood of K’ in N with U n Bd N = J. There is an obvious 
homeomorphism p : J + Bd U\Int J that is the identity on Bd J. This homeomorph- 
ism is obtained by exploiting the product structure J x [0, l] on U. Note that 
p 1 K n Bd J = id. There is a 2-deformation of S = US, in J that moves each A,, 
across D,, to B,; by a combinatorial isotopy. By applying p to this 2-deformation, 
we get a 2-deformation of K n Bd N, that moves each A,, = p(A,,) to p( B,;). But 
this turns into a local deformation of K to a 2-complex L with the desired freely 
reduced reading; so the proof of the lemma is complete. 0 
Lemma 4.2 accounts for the easy half of the proof of Theorem A. We must defer 
the proof of the other half until we strengthen the connections between the links 
here and linking in [5]. This strengthening is established in Theorem 4.4: An 
obstruction link L, in J is trivial in J if and only if, for some suitable factoring, 
there are no splits. 
Lemma 4.3. Let LK be an obstruction link associated with simple data for a free 
reduction problem. Suppose that, for some appropriate admissible factoring, there are 
no (0, I)-splits. Let J denote the handlebody U n Bd N from the data. Then L, is 
trivial in J. 
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Proof. Recall that J has the structure of a simplicial mapping cylinder C$,, , where 
f is a simplicial map of Bd J to K ‘. Let Ati be a listing of the cancellation segments. 
We may suppose that the cancellation segment Aij begins and ends slightly to one 
side of the reading disk C( i, j) where for different pairs of indices, the disks C( i, j) 
and C(k, I) may be the same. The disks C( i, j) are presumed to be associated with 
the preimages of points under the projection of the mapping cylinder to the l-skeleton 
K’. We temporarily replace the lips B!, of the link LK by the restricted mapping 
cylinders C,,,, +,,, . Define Qi; to be the corresponding simple closed curve obtained 
by replacing the lip B,, by the restricted mapping cylinder. The mapping cylinder 
C,,,,, defines a contraction of Q, to a point. 
Because of the absence of (0, I)-splits, it follows that as we move along the pairs 
of arcs that are associated to the same edge of K’, we never see the corresponding 
mapping cylinder pieces split near the restriction C,-I,,.,,. Thus by warping parts 
of the cylinders as indicated in Fig. 3, we can make the restricted cylinders C,,,, A,, 
disjoint and also describe a contraction of each Q,, in its own complement. By 
Dehn’s lemma or the loop theorem, Papakyriakopoulos [15], Stallings [17], and 
Whitehead [19], the curves Qi, therefore bound disks E,, in the handlebody J. By 
adjusting the modified parts of the Q;, back to the lips &, we make the boundaries 
of these disks mutually disjoint. We may suppose that the singularities are the usual 
double curves and triple point singularities. By a sequence of cut and paste oper- 
ations, we may remove all the singularities to establish that the link LK is trivial. 
This argument is based on the fact that any pair of disks has only closed curve 
intersections. We first make the second disk disjoint from the first by cut and paste 
operations that replace portions of the second by parallel copies of portions of the 
first, then the third disk disjoint from the first two, and so on. 0 
Fig. 3. Warping. 
Theorem 4.4. Let LK be an obstruction link in J associated with cancellation segments 
A,i. 
Then LK is trivial in J if and only Iffor somefactoring corresponding to the cancellation 
segments A,, there are no splits. 
Proof. If there are no splits for some factoring, then LK is trivial by Lemma 4.3. 
Consider the reverse. Suppose that L, = I.JR, is trivial with the curves R, bounding 
mutually disjoint disks Ei, in J. We may suppose that the intersections of these disks 
with Bd J consist of precisely the cancellation segments and that the disks are in 
general position with respect to the transverse disks C(U). For each C(g) there are 
then arc components and simple closed curve components to the intersections of 
the disks E,; with C(a). The arcs are properly embedded in C(v) and provide a 
pairing of the points A, n C(o) which we may use to define, via Corollary 3.2, a 
new factoring of the mapping cylinder maps. For this new pairing there are clearly 
no splits. 0 
Theorem 4.4 enables one to determine the issue of linking with a quick visual 
inspection of a thickening of the l-skeleton of a complex. Each pairing of the letters 
in the words to be cancelled gives a collection of O-dimensional links {Ti,} that are 
contained in the union of the curves Bd C(a). There are only finitely many pairings 
and finitely many links. The following corollary reveals when the deformations can 
be achieved. 
Corollary 4.5. For a given fixing of the subwords to be cancelled away, there exists a 
local free reduction deformation if,for one of the collections Y’p”, there is no linking. 
In the corollary we must fix the subwords to be cancelled away, and in fact each 
subword must have the special form xmF. w. xF. The example of Fig. 4 shows that 
existence of reduction deformations may depend upon this choice of syllabification. 
5. Completion of proof of Theorem A 
We return now to finish the proof of Theorem A. This is taken care of by the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 5.1. Let 9 be the data for a local deformation problem for K in the boundary 
of a 4-manifold N. Let 22 be an associatedfamily of links. If there is a local deformation 
eflecting the desired free reduction, then one of the links in .Y is trivial. 
Proof. Suppose that the local deformation does exist. The idea of the proof is to 
construct a pairing corresponding to a simple refinement of 9 for which there are 
no splits. It will follow from Theorem 4.4 that the corresponding link associated 
with the refinement is trivial. We will need to measure the change in the cancellation 
segments under the local deformation. The neighborhood U has the form J x [0, F] 
where J is a regular neighborhood of K’ in Bd N, and the frontier V of U has the 
form (Bd J x [0, F]) u (J x F), and this is clearly PL equivalent to J. A local deforma- 
tion means the existence of an isotopy of S in V fixing Cl( S\ Y). Except for pushing 
parts of Y into Int V, this isotopy may be taken to be an ambient isotopy. Thus by 
an argument similar to that in Graeub [ 11, Section 7 Satze III, IV] we may suppose 
that there is a combinatorial isotopy of S in V fixing S\A. But then we can just as 
well assume that there is a combinatorial isotopy in J fixing S\ Y and pulling parts 
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Linked: Paired points indicated by 
00 AA 00 
Sl: (%(b’b)b’)a’ 
S2: (bb’)a’ 
Fig. 4. Refactoring 
of Y off the reading disks Ck. Since inverse moves also define a combinatorial 
isotopy, we may write this backwards as 
s=S(O)tS(1)~~~tS(k)+-~~~~S(p), 
Y=Y(O)tY(l)...tY(k)c...cY(p) 
By some small adjustments we may suppose that the following two conditions are 
met: 
(1) The projection cylinders PC( S( k)) correspond to immersions of surfaces into 
J (except of course along K’). 
(2) Every one of the moves S(k) + S( k + 1) is an admissible move as defined in 
Appendix A. 
For the remainder of this section all arithmetic will be assumed to be done mod 2. 
For a pair of subarcs B, and B2 of S, define an intersection number I( B, , B,) to be 
the sum of two numbers: the number of points where B, pierces the projection 
cylinder PC( B,) and the number of points where B2 pierces the projection cylinder 
PC(B,). Notice that by the conditions of admissibility, this definition makes sense 
even when B, and B2 intersect. If B, = B2, then this intersection number is 0. If B, 
and B2 both begin and end on the same transverse disk C(u) then define a linking 
number Lk(Bd B, , Bd B,) to be 0 or 1 accordingly as the intersections of the 
projection cylinders under Bd B, and Bd B, with C(P) do not or do pierce each 
other in C(a). Given a pair of points (P,, Pz) on the intersection of some union of 
cancellation segments A with some transverse disk C(a), we will say that the pair 
is a proper pair if there is an arc between them in A and this arc is homotopic in J 
rel the endpoints to a path in the disk C(a). If (P,, , P,?) and (PI,, Pz2) are proper 
pairs of points on the same transverse disk then we define a composite linking number 
CL( (P,, , P,,), (P,, , P,,)) for the pair to be the sum of the numbers Lk( (P,, , P,,), 
( P2,, P2>)) and I( B, , B2) where B, and B2 are the subarcs bounded by the respective 
pairs of points. 
We will define, by means of downward induction, some cancellation segments 
A,,(k) contained in Y with A(k) = UA,,( k) and some mutually disjoint proper pairs 
(P,,,,,(k), P,j,,2( k)) that exhaust the points of intersection of the cancellation segments 
with the transverse disks C(a). These pairs will have the property that the composite 
linking number CL of any pair of pairs is 0. Given for a moment that such pairs 
have been defined, observe that at the O-stage of the combinatorial isotopy we have 
a pairing of points on the surface of Bd J for which the composite linking numbers 
are all 0. But at this stage, the composite numbers are accounted for by linking 
alone since there are no intersections with the projection cylinders. Thus the linking 
numbers of the pairs are all 0 and this says that for the simple refinement correspond- 
ing to the given pairing, there are no splits. By Theorem 4.4, the link associated 
with the simple refinement will have to be trivial as desired. 
Now we describe how to get the desired pairings. At the stage S(p), this is simple, 
for there are no cancellation segments and therefore no points to pair and the 
assertions on linking are vacuously true. Thus we take A(p) to be the empty set. 
The process of diminishing the index by one is covered of by the lemma below: 0 
Lemma 5.2. If S( k) results from S( k + 1) by one of the admissible moves of Appendix 
A, and if the points of intersection of A(k+ 1) with the transverse disks C(a) are 
paired into proper pairs so that the composite linking numbers are all 0, then there is 
a union of cancellation segments A(k) in Y(k) that contains all intersections with 
reading disks corresponding to cancellation letters, and there is a proper pairing of the 
points of intersection of A(k) with the transverse disks C(a) so that the composite 
linking numbers are again all 0. 
Proof. We describe the modifications for each of the elementary admissible moves. 
In some cases, an elementary move will require the modification of some existing 
cancellation segments, while in other cases an elementary move might also or instead 
require deletion or creation of a cancellation segment. Only the moves (f) and (g) 
will involve creation or deletion of cancellation segments. Let us note that the 
intervening stages of the combinatorial isotopy are not simplicial; so the precise 
nature of the cancellation segments in A(k) may be a little unclear. We will think 
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of them as accounting for all the proper pairs of points that have not been eliminated 
from stage k + 1 together with the proper pairs introduced in the passage S(k) + 
S(k + 1) together with a little bit added to the ends of the components to make 
definitions work right. 
(a) Basic move: No change is necessary. None of the composite linking numbers 
is affected. 
(b) Moving the projection cylinder: No change is necessary in the pairing. The 
composite linking numbers remain the same as the moved point is associated with 
exactly the same pairs of pairs as before. 
(c) Moving the piercing urc: Same as (b). 
(d) Moving a point in a transverse disk: In this case, pair the new point with 
whatever point the old one was paired with. There are then no changes in the 
composite linking numbers. 
(e) Introducing a half twist: If the composite linking number is affected for 
(P,, , P,?) and (P,, , P2-J, then the two arcs that these pairs bound share a common 
subarc, and it is from within this common subarc that the half twist is made. In this 
case the intersection count is changed by 2, and this does not change the composite 
linking number. 
(f) Moving into a transverse disk: If the two new points do not lie in some 
adjusted component of A( k + l), then create a new component by adding to the 
adjusted A(k+ l), the arc in Y(k) between the two new points of intersection with 
the transverse disk. Now pair the two new points. If the two new points do lie in 
some adjusted component of A( k + l), then pair them in that component. Then 
since there are no projection singularities of any kind involved with the triangle, 
all the composite linking numbers involving the new pair are 0. 
(g) Moving out of a transverse disk: This is the inverse of step (f); however it 
has to be handled separately. There is no guarantee that the two points to be 
eliminated are paired. Let the two points to be eliminated be P, and Pz. Suppose 
that P,, is paired with P, and P2 is paired with P3. Change the pairing so that PO is 
paired with P3, P, is paired with Pz, and no other pairs are modified. The fact that 
the revised pairs satisfy the induction hypotheses follows from the fact that the 
short arc between P, and PI does not contribute to intersection numbers, and its 
end points do not contribute to linking numbers. Figure 5 illustrates the change 
schematically by an example. This example is discussed in the next paragraph. After 
the revision in pairing, this case may be treated exactly as case (f). 
In Fig. 5, let P, and P, bound the arc B, in Y(k + l), let P, and PI bound the 
arc B4, let P2 and P3 bound the arc B2, and let P4 and Ps bound the arc B,. Let 
B5 denote the union of arcs B, u B,u B,. Suppose that we have Lk ({P4, P5}, 
{PO, P,}) = 1 and Lk({P,, P5}, {P2, 91)) =O. Then we have Z(B,, B3) = 1, I(&, B3) = 
0, and I( B4, B3) = 0. After the modified pairing, we have Lk({P,), P3}, {P4, 95)) = 1 
and I(B,, B3) = 1; so the composite linking number CL({P,, P3}, {P4, P5}) is 0 as 
desired. Other cases are checked similarly. 
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(h) Moving into the projection cylinder: In this case, add one new pair of points 
and let all the old pairs remain the same. The linking portions of the computations 
remain the same. The intersection portions remain the same. 
(i) Crossing a projection segment in a transverse disk: In this case change the 
pairing as in (d). Let the change be (P,, , P,J + (P’,,, P,2). If a composite linking 
number does not involve the pair (P:, , P,,) then the linking portion of the computa- 
tion remains the same and the intersection portion remains the same. If the composite 
number does involve (Pi,, PiI), then the linking portion of the computation either 
remains the same or changes by 1. The intersection portion of the computation 
makes exactly the same respective change. Thus there is no change in the composite 
linking number. 
(j) Crossing the center: The linking portions of the composite linking numbers 
do not change. The intersection portions are computed by considering pairs of arcs 
say B, and B,. If say B, is moved across the centerline, then the number of 
intersection points of B, with the projection cylinder under B, does not change. 
One point of intersection simply moves from one sheet to a different sheet. There 
is no change in the points of intersection of B2 with the projection cylinder under 
B,. 0 
The data for a mapping cylinder deformation can be equally well regarded as the 
data for an attempted deformation using the construction of [5]. If this is done, 
one can compare the results of the construction in [S] with Theorem A here. 
Theorem D. Suppose that data 9 is given for a local deformation problem. 
Then a necessary and sufhcient condition in order that a local deformation exist to 
effect the desired free reduction is that there exist for some suitable admissible tree 
factoring, a deformation in the sense of [5]. That is, for some suitable admissible tree 
factoring, there be no linked cancellation segments. 
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Proof. The proof in one direction is clear: If the local deformation exists, then by 
Theorem A, some obstruction link is trivial. By Theorem 4.4, there are, for some 
admissible tree factoring, no splits; so in particular, there are no linked cancellation 
segments. Thus there exists a free reduction deformation in the sense of [.5]. 
Suppose that there exists a free reduction deformation in the sense of [S] so that 
for some admissible tree factoring there are no linked cancellation segments. Let A 
denote the union of the cancellation segments. Following the encoding in the proof 
of Lemma 4.2, we see that it is enough to exhibit a combinatorial isotopy of A rel A 
in J. Furthermore, we need not be concerned with the rest of S in the course of this 
isotopy. The trick to seeing the local deformation is to use the stages in the proof 
of the main theorem in [5] as the steps in a combinatorial isotopy. 
Recall the commutative diagram of maps and polyhedra from [5]: 
A -s --c,ls-J - J 
All unnamed vertical maps, and in addition A, are induced by compositions of 
horizontal inclusions with qh. The map A was not specifically named in [5]. The 
maps 0, and qi will be applied via inclusion to any of the left items in the first 
row. Recall also the rather large number n defined in [5, p. 2551 that is used to 
separate events in the deformation. 
For k = 1,. . . , n -2, let us define pieces of some of the polyhedra in the diagram 
above. First set J,(2) = O,‘([l -k/n, 1 -(k-1)/n]) and Jh = 1yi(J,(2)). Note that 
each component of each Jk is a 3-ball. Set A,(2) =A(2)n J,(2) and A:(2) = 
O;‘( 1 - (k - 1)/n) and A,(2) = Oy’( 1 - k/n). The corresponding image items under 
A should be denoted by A with some embellishments, but this is pretty well preempted 
by the notation in [5]; thus we will use R with embellishments to denote the image 
under A of the correspondingly embellished A(2). Set Pk = CTflRI and p, = Pk n Bd Jk. 
Let us define a piece of Pk to be the image of one of the components of E(2) n J,(2). 
Similarly, let us define a piece of 4 to be the intersection of a piece of PL with 
Bd Jk. Each piece of FL is a simple closed curve in the boundary of one of the 3-ball 
components of Jk. After some modifications, the pieces of the polyhedra Pk will 
become the basic moving blocks for a combinatorial isotopy in J. We will be making 
several changes in the pieces Pkr but for notational convenience we will continue 
to use the same names after the changes. By virtue of the choice of n, all but one 
component of a Jk contains exactly one piece of Pk and the one remaining component 
of Jk may contain two pieces or one piece of Pk depending upon whether or not 
the kth level corresponds to a singularity of the map &. 
The pieces of each Pk are singular disks in the corresponding components of Jk. 
Since there are no linked cancellation segments, the warping argument of Section 
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4 (see Fig. 3) may be used to simultaneously adjust these singular disks in the 
components of the Jk inducing a deformation of C?,i, so that the parts of the disks 
on Bd J are left alone but so that whenever two pieces of a Pk reside in the same 
component of Jk, then two boundaries in p;, do not intersect. Then repeated 
applications of the Dehn Lemma and the Loop Theorem [15, 17, 191 allow us to 
convert pieces of the Pk to disks properly embedded in the 3-ball components of 
the Jk while holding the boundaries i), fixed. By a simple cut and paste argument, 
these disks may be assumed to be disjoint whenever they reside in the same 
component of a Jk. 
Let us define & to be the intersection Pk n pi( @,‘(l -(k - 1)/n)). We may now 
define the kth stage of the combinatorial isotopy (1 G k < n - 2) so that it takes each 
Ij,\Int &J over Pk to Pi. Each stage in this definition is made up of many triangle 
moves. At the end of the last stage k = n -2 the cancellation segments have been 
deformed to be free of the reading disks so an elimination of the cancellation letters 
has been achieved. 0 
6. The characterization of obstruction links 
In this section we show that all links in the 3-sphere arise as images of obstruction 
links. Because activity for a local deformation is restricted to a thickened handlebody, 
it is a little awkward to speak of links in an arbitrary 3-manifold that arise as 
obstruction links. We will rather take the point of view of links in the 3-sphere S’ 
and ask whether there is a homeomorphism of a handlebody from some 3-manifold 
into S’ such that the link is the image of an obstruction link in the handlebody. 
Theorem C. Let L be a link in S’. 
Then for some 4-manifold N = M x [0, l] and 2-complex K in M = M x 0, there is 
a local deformation problem with data 9 and tubular neighborhood J of the 1 -skeleton 
K’ of K in M, and there is a homeomorphism from J to S’ such that L is the image 
of an obstruction link for the data above. 
Proof. There is a well-known result that comes from changing over and under 
crossings, to the effect that every link in the 3-sphere has a clasp presentation. That 
is, there is a disjoint union of disks D where D = uDi and a mapping g of D to 
the 3-sphere so that g takes Bd D to the link and so that the only singularities of 
g are double arcs that come from clasp intersections. See Fig. 6. Let g : D + S’ be 
a clasp presentation for L. For each i, let T, denote the image g(Bd Q), let 2, be 
an arc in Bd D, with interior containing all singularities on Bd D,, and let X, denote 
the arc Bd D,\Int Z,. Set A, = g(X,) and Bi = g(Z,). Set Z = IJZ,, X = UX,, also 
A = UA,, and B = US,. The arcs A, will end up being images of the cancellation 
segments and the arcs B, images of the lips for our obstruction problem. 
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Fig. 6. Bananas. 
Thicken g(D) very slightly away from Int A to get a union of handlebodies J(0) 
in S3 that is a regular neighborhood of g(D) rel A. It will be convenient to regard 
J(0) as the image of a corresponding thickening of D in the following way: Start 
by thickening Z rel Bd Z into very thin cylinders C, that are tapered at the ends. 
Following the suggested picture in Fig. 6, we will henceforth refer to these cylinders 
as bananas. Thicken the remaining parts of D into wedges W, to get a regular 
neighborhood U of D rel X where each component U, of U is the union of a 
banana C, and a wedge W, that intersect in a disk in the boundary of each. We 
regard g as extended to U with the obvious extension of the clasp singularities to 
a map onto J(0). See Fig. 6. The important singular pieces of this extension are 
certain truncated bananas Cilk where the index indicates the kth component of the 
intersection Ci n Wj. Note that i =j is possible for the indexes. 
For each banana C,, let E, be a properly embedded disk in C, with the arc Z, 
properly embedded in E, so that E, n W, = Bd Z,. We may suppose that Ei intersects 
each C,], nicely as is indicated in Fig. 6. For each Ciik, use the image of the wedge 
W, as a guide as is indicated in Fig. 7 to add two flaps to g( E, n C,,) and so convert 
the whole collection of disks {g( E,)} to a collection of mutually exclusive properly 
embedded disks {F;} in J(0). 
The disks {Fi} are almost certainly separating in J(O), but by adding some small 
handles to the bananas g(C,) away from the singularities as indicated in Fig. 8 we 
can insure that the disks {Fi} are nonseparating in a new handlebody J(1). Extend 
the collection to complete collections of meridian disks in each component of J( 1). 
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Fig. 7. Adding flaps 
Fig. 8. Adding a handle. 
The fact that each Ai begins and ends on one of the meridian disks and is homotopic 
to the arc B, in J(1) implies that A, reads a trivial word in the meridians. 
For each arc A,, avoid the meridians and add a new handle to J(1) with the 
attaching disks very near the ends of Bd A to convert J(1) to a new union of 
handlebodies J(2) so that in J(2) the arcs Ai can be completed to disjoint simple 
closed curves S, that read, in an extended collection of meridians, just one more 
letter each. The construction guarantees that the collection {Si} is mutually non- 
separating on Bd J(2). As a last step, connect up the various components of J(2) 
to convert it to a cube with handles J in S3. 
It remains to identify the obstruction problem. Extend {S,} to a maximal system 
of nonseparating curves in Bd J. Define an abstract handlebody H that has Bd J as 
its boundary and has the nonseparating curves as a complete meridian set. Then 
define the manifold M to be the abstract union of H and J identified along Bd J. 
Define a mapping cylinder structure C, (f: Bd J + G) on J in which the disks F, are 
transverse disks. Set S = US,, and define the 2-complex K to be the union of the 
restricted mapping cylinder C,,, and mutually exclusive meridian disks in H 
bounded by the curves S,. We leave to the reader the task of filling in the data 
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correspondence that justifies the link L as the image of a suitable obstruction link 
inM. 0 
7. Obstruction links for more general 2-complexes in 4-manifolds 
In this section we generalize the results of Theorem A to apply to a class of 
2-complexes in the interiors of 4-manifolds. This class includes all 2-complexes 
contained in bicollared 3-manifolds in 4-manifolds. 
7.1. Split 2-complexes 
A 2-complex K in the interior of a 4-manifold N is a split 2-complex provided 
that there is a regular neighborhood U of the l-skeleton K’ in N and there are 
two 3-manifolds M, and MP in U such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) M, u MP contains U n K. 
(2) M+n Mp= K’. 
(3) There is a homeomorphism p : U + J x r-1, l] where J is a 3-dimensional 
cube with handles with l-spine p( K’) c Int(J x 0). Under this homeomorphism, the 
3-manifolds M+ and Mm are taken to polyhedra that map l-l onto J under the 
projection map from J x [ - 1, l] to the first factor. The homeomorphism /_L creates 
two copies of J as the images of M, and MP. One of these copies sits over the 
other one except along the image of K’. We assume that M+ corresponds under p 
to the upper of the two copies of J and MP to the lower of the two copies of J. 
Figure 9 shows an example of a split 2-complex spine of the Mazur manifold. 
This example is due to Jim Howie. The example shows a handlebody J with two 
sets of curves on its boundary corresponding to the parts K, n Bd U and KP n Bd U. 
Each set of curves consists of mutually disjoint simple closed curves. One may think 
of getting the 4-manifold back by adding 2-handles along the two sets of curves in 
the boundary of the product J x [-1, 11. The framing for the 2-handles is the natural 
one induced by Bd J. After free reduction, the reading associated with the K of 
Fig. 9 has the form PK = {a, b, c, d /b, c, d, dcba}. The part K- accounts for the first 
three relators and the part K, accounts for the fourth. There is only one obstruction 
link in Z_ and it is clearly trivial, but the obstruction links in 6p+ must all be 
nontrivial. Otherwise the readings given would provide, via Theorem B below, a 
nonexistent collapsible 2-spine for the Mazur manifold. 
Note that for each 2-cell ef of a split 2-complex K, the intersection ef n U must 
be contained in either M, or M_; so we may define a natural decomposition of K 
into a union of subcomplexes K = K+u Km where K, is defined to be sum of K’ 
and the open 2-cells of K that intersect M, and KP is defined similarly. Notice 
that any 2-complex contained in a bicollared 3-manifold in the interior of a 4- 
manifold is automatically a split 2-complex. For a split 2-complex, if one agrees to 
hold the l-skeleton fixed, then it is possible to do deformations simultaneously on 
Minus curves 
Obstruction link for 
plus curves 
Fig. 9. Mazur manifold as a split 2.complex 
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the two subcomplexes. This is because the handlebodies M, and M_ split U into 
three pieces two of which, V+ and U_, intersect exactly in K ’ and each of the two 
pieces corresponds to the boundary case of the free reduction problem. Thus we 
have a chance to develop a double obstruction theory for split 2-complexes to see 
if they can be deformed by local deformations so as to effect free reduction of the 
associated relator words. The content of Theorem B, proved below, is that in fact 
this approach works. 
For the obstruction theory associated with split 2-complexes to be significant, it 
seems to us that it is important for it to be applicable to situations of 2-spines K 
in 4-manifolds N where the vanishing of the obstructions would promise some 
reasonably minimal 2-spines for the 4-manifolds. We regard minimal here as indicat- 
ing the smallest possible number of l-cells in a CW-decomposition of a 2-complex 
spine L of N subject to the condition, say, that K abstractly 3-deform to L. By 
virtue of Wright’s characterization of formal deformation, [20], we know that when 
we pass to presentations 9, and YL, then pL should have the fewest number of 
generators for any presentation equivalent to ??k under extended Nielsen transfor- 
mations. Now split 2-complexes satisfy this minimality requirement for significance. 
To explain this, we introduce some operations on split 2-complexes that correspond 
to extended Nielsen operations. 
7.2. Admissible deformations 
A 3-deformation of a split 2-complex will be said to be an admissible deformation 
provided that it can be decomposed into a finite sequence of operations of the types 
listed below. For convenience in the description below, we assume that the regular 
neighborhood U is exactly J x [ -1, l] rather than just homeomorphic to it. 
(1) Using vertical deformations, move some intersection ey n M- into M, or vice 
versa. Hold the other 2-cells fixed. 
(2) Do any 3-deformation of K, in M, u (N\J x r-1, 11) holding K_ fixed or 
of K_ in M- u (N\J x [-1, 11) holding K, fixed. 
It is shown in Craggs [7] and Christ [2] ([2] is based on an earlier version of 
[7]) that if a split 2-complex K in a 4-manifold N abstractly 3-deforms to a 2-complex 
with say, m 2-cells, then in N, the Z-complex K 3-deforms by admissible deforma- 
tions to a new split 2-complex L such that the associated presentation Yr for the 
fundamental group of L has the form 
Ix,,...,x,,...,x,lrlr.-.,r~rr~+l,.. . , rpctnprn) I 
where for is p, r, freely reduces to a word on {x:, . . . , x”,} and each r,,+, freely 
reduces to x,+,. If the free reduction could be achieved by a deformation in N, 
then the resulting complex would collapse to one that geometrically reflected the 
algebraic simplicity of the presentation gL by having only m l-cells. Thus, as is 
indicated in [5, Section 41, Problem 1 takes on a great deal of importance in 
connection with the Poincare conjecture. Theorem B below gives a complete set of 
invariants that are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a local deformation 
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that effects a free reduction of the associated relator words for a split 2-complex in 
a 4-manifold. 
Theorem B. Let K be a split 2-complex in the 4-manifold N, and let there be given 
data for a local deformation problem, 9. Let the two cubes with handles M, and M_ 
be given. Associate families of obstruction links T+ and 5 in M, and M_ in the 
manner analogous with the description of the obstruction links before. 
A necessary and suficient condition in order that there exists a local deformation 
eflecting free reduction is that one of the links in each of the two families 2, and Z 
be trivial. 
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows from the proof of Theorem A once 
one notices that there are two product manifolds N, and N_ that intersect only in 
the l-skeleton of K so that N+ contains the essential part of K, in its boundary, 
and a similar statement holds for N_. This is also discussed in [5, Section 41. 
For the necessity we need to recall first that group presentations are read in this 
case by reading curves against reading spheres rather than reading disks. It will be 
convenient to regard these spheres as arising by means of a double mapping cylinder 
structure on Bd U. 
There are disjoint copies V+ of M, and V- of M_ in Bd U with interiors containing 
Bd M, and Bd M_ respectively. Let V(O)+ and V(O)_ be the copies of M, and M_ 
in Int V+ and Int V_ with Bd M, = Bd V(O)+ and Bd M_ = Bd V(0). . Let the map- 
ping cylinder structure C, induce mapping cylinder structures on M, and M_, and 
use these to induce mapping cylinder structures on V+ and V. Let G, and G_ 
correspond to the centers of these mapping cylinders. If these structures are chosen 
suitably then they induce corresponding structures on V(O)+ and V(O)_, and we 
can find retractions r+ and r_ to G, and G_ that serve for both V+ and V(O)+ and 
for both V- and V(O)_. Pairs of reading disks C,, and Ck_ combine now to form 
parts of reading spheres Qh and a corresponding statement holds for transverse 
disks C+(a+) and C_(K) and corresponding transverse spheres Q(a). 
Let L denote the intersection K n Bd U. Suppose that there is a combinatorial 
isotopy L+- L’ such that L’ contains no cancellation segments. Then as in the proof 
of Lemma 5.1 there is a combinatorial isotopy with individual steps L = L(0) + L( 1) + 
. . . + L(p) = L’. We will concentrate on the effect of the isotopy on the part L, = 
K, n Bd U. Notice that at the beginning of the combinatorial isotopy, the intersection 
L, is contained in the interior of the handlebody V+. We may suppose, by making 
some initial adjustments, that at every stage, the intersections L+(k) n Q(o) are 
contained in the corresponding open disks Int C+(a+) and that as far as moves in 
the interiors of the handlebodies V+ and V_ are concerned, the moves are admissible 
with respect to the respective mapping cylinder structures. By taking a very small 
regular neighborhood W of G_, we may extend the mapping cylinder structure on 
V+ naturally to Bd U\Int W. Then we may suppose that the only moves of L+(k) 
that ever touch W are the crossing of the center moves across G_. 
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With this extension we may now apply the argument of Section 5 to attempt to 
develop a pairing of the points of intersection with transverse spheres starting with 
the empty pairings for the stage L+(p). The process begins by defining the trivial 
pairing for L+(p). Assume, as in Section 5, that for some k+ 1, the pairing of 
intersections with transverse disks has been defined so that composite linking 
numbers are all 0. Except for the case of a move across G-, we obtain the desired 
pairing for L+(k) just as in Section 5. For the special case of the move across G-, 
we use the same pairing for L+(k) as for L+( k + 1). We claim that there is no change 
in the composite linking numbers from L+(k+ 1) to L+(k). The only change that 
can occur is in the intersection part of the composite linking number. We consider 
this change in the next paragraph. 
Consider the change in the intersection part of CL: This change involves the 
projection cylinder, in Bd U\Int W, of the triangle in the triangle move. This 
projection cylinder may be taken to be a disk E. The disk is made up of two subdisks 
E, and E,, that intersect in a proper arc. Let B, and B2 be the two arcs for which 
the number I( B, , BJ is being computed. Suppose that the arc B, is the one changed. 
Then the number of places where B, pierces the projection cylinder under B2 is not 
changed whereas the number of places where B2 pierces the projection cylinder 
changes by the difference between number of piercings of E, by B2 and the number 
of piercings of E,, by B2. But B(2) is part of a contractible loop in Bd U\ W that 
intersects E only in B2 and can be contracted in the complement of Bd E. Thus the 
number of piercing points of E must be even, and so the parities of the numbers 
of piercing points of Bz on E, and E,, are the same. 
The link L_ is dealt with in the same manner. This completes the proof of 
Theorem B. 0 
8. Concluding remarks and questions 
Answers to the following problems have so far eluded us: 
Problem. According to Corollary 5.3, if one is given an admissible tree factoring in 
which there are no linked cancellation segments, then it is possible to refactor so 
as to eliminate all splits. There ought to be a direct algorithmic proof of this fact 
that does not involve the characterization of existence of local deformations. Getting 
a continuity principle satisfied while avoiding the introduction of undesirable splits 
seems to be the key to resolving this question. 
Problem. With the characterization of the existence of local free reduction deforma- 
tions for split 2-complexes, the need seems strong for finding some invariants 
detecting free reduction obstructions after possible change of basis induced by a 
change in mapping cylinder structure on a regular neighborhood of the l-skeleton 
of the 2-complex. These invariants ought to be obtained somehow by putting 
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equivalence relations on the families of obstruction links, and somehow, if they are 
done right, they ought to provide topological invariants to achieving the kind of 
deformations as 3-deformations that Problem 3 asks for. In this regard, we might 
ask whether there is some natural equivalence relation on the set of obstruction 
links that establishes that any two obstruction links associated with the same free 
reduction problem are equivalent. 
Problem. It would seem to be a very good test of the obstruction theory here if one 
could develop it to the place where it could be used to show that the Mazur manifold 
is not a 4-ball. 
Appendix A: Admissible combinatorial moves 
Let L be a l-manifold properly embedded in a 3-ball Q in 3-spaces E3. A triangle 
moue on L in Int Q consists of replacing one or two sides of a triangle by the 
remaining sides or side so that the resulting object is a l-manifold homeomorphic 
to the old l-manifold. Let L be a link in a 3-manifold M. By a combinatorial isotopy 
of L in M, we mean any sequence of moves L = L(0) + L( 1) +. . . + L(n) = L’ where 
for each index k < n, there is a 3-ball Q(k) in M such that L n Q(k) is a properly 
embedded submanifold of L and there is a homeomorphism hl, of Q(k) to E’ such 
that L( k + 1) results from L(k) by translating a triangle move on h,( L( k) n Q(k)) 
back to a move in M via the homeomorphism hk. Let L be contained in a PL 
mapping cylinder J = C, where f: Bd J + G is a map from Bd J to a graph G in J 
and J is a cube with handles. For convenience in notation, we will continue to refer 
to the triangles of triangle moves even after the triangles have been translated via 
homeomorphisms to disks in manifolds. 
We define below some elementary moves that are admissible with respect to the 
mapping cylinder structure. Any move will be regarded as defining an inverse move. 
Some of the elementary moves are illustrated with figures. Four assumptions that 
will be implicit throughout are: 
(1) L(k)n G=g for all k. 
(2) For all k, no edge of L(k) intersects the interior of a projection cylinder under 
a vertex of L(k). 
(3) At any stage k, every point of intersection where a subarc of L(k) intersects 
the projection cylinder from a different subarc of L(k) is a piercing point. Similarly, 
any points of intersection of L(k) with transverse disks are piercing points. 
(4) Except for the moves in (d), (f), (g), (‘) I , and (j) where something is specifically 
mentioned to the contrary, a move does not involve intersections with G or the 
transverse disks. 
A.1. Elementary admissible moves 
(a) Basic move: Any triangle move will be termed a basic move if it satisfies the 
following two conditions: (i) It involves no intersection with a transverse disk. (ii) 
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It involves no introduction of alteration of an intersection point with the projection 
cylinder. 
(b) Moving the projection cylinder over a piercing point: The subarc that does the 
piercing is held fixed while the subarc that creates the pierced projection cylinder 
is moved causing one piercing point to be replaced by another and/or the addition 
or deletion of a new pair of piercing points (see Fig. 10). 
(c) Moving the piercing arc: The subarc that does the piercing is moved, again 
causing one piercing point to be replaced by another. 
(d) Moving a point in a transverse disk: A point of intersection of L(k) with one 
of the transverse disks is moved on the transverse disk by a triangle move. No new 
intersections with the projection cylinder under the link are introduced. 
(e) Introducing a halftwist: A small subarc under which there are no intersections 
is given a half twist introducing a piercing point (see Fig. 11). 
(f) Moving into a transverse disk: A triangle move results in an intersection with 
a transverse disk. The triangle does not intersect any other parts of the projection 
cylinder except for the piece that it replaces. 
(g) Moving out of a transverse disk: The inverse of move ( f). 
(h) Moving into theprojection cylinder: A triangle move is made into the projection 
cylinder from another piece (see Fig. 12). 
(i) Crossing a projection segment in a transverse disk: A triangle move is made 
causing a point of intersection with a transverse disk to be moved across a projection 
segment (see Fig. 13). 
(j) Crossing the center G: A triangle move is made in which the triangle is pierced 
at exactly one point by some arc in G (see Fig. 14). 
Fig. 10. Moving the projection cylinder along a piercing point. 
Fig. II. Introducing a half twist. 
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Fig. 12. Moving into the projection cylinder. 
Fig. 13. Crossing a projection segment in a transverse disk 
Fig. 14. Crossing the center G 
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Appendix B: Discussion of the main theorem of [5] 
The failure in [5] to recognize linking obstructions because of same side splits 
requires some small changes in the proof of the main theorem there. We have already 
noted the change in the definition of linked cancellation segments. It takes a little 
bit of work to locate the troublesome place in the proof of [5, Theorem D] where 
same side linking must be ruled out. We discuss some necessary changes in this 
appendix. We begin with a corrected statement of the false [S, Lemma 3.11. Compare 
Lemma 3.1 of this paper: 
Lemma E. Let J be a cube with handles and C a meridian disk in J. Let A and B be 
disjoint arcs on Bd J that have their endpoints on C and otherwise intersect C trans- 
versally in a finite set of points. Suppose that A and B abut on the same side of C. 
Suppose further that A and B are homotopic rel their endpoints to paths in C. 
Let j be the universal cover of J with lifts e of C, and A of A, and i of B chosen 
so that the endpoints of the two arcs lie on 6. 
If Int An 6; and Int g n c are empty, then the two boundaries Bd A and Bd B do 
not link in Bd C. 
Proof. In the argument in the proof of [5, Lemma 3.11, there was an implicit 
assumption that the arcs there had interiors disjoint from C. By hypothesis Int An e 
and Int 6 n 6 are empty so the argument of [5] (which is the same as the argument 
of Lemma 3.1 here) is correct when applied to the universal cover; hence the result 
follows by applying the projection map to e. 0 
B.1. Further revisions of Steps III, IV, V, and Vl 
Because of our attempts to make modifications in galley proofs, the order of 
material in these four steps is confusing. We outline these steps with a revised order. 
We begin by defining a lexicographic ordering on the vertices of G(1) defined just 
as in Step VI: Define the ordering recursively, first on p-‘({0}), then on p-‘((0, 1)) 
and so on: First order the vertices of G in an arbitrary fashion. Suppose that for 
some k the vertices of BP'((0, . . . , k - 1)) have been totally ordered. Let u and v 
be vertices with p values at most k. Then order u < v provided any one of the 
following conditions is met: 
(I) P(u) < P(v). 
(2) P(u) = P(v) and q,(u)< p,(v). 
(3) /3(u) = p(v), and q,(u) = q,(v), and u and v are the vertices of simplexes 
u and T so that the other end vertices of the simplexes u’ and v’ satisfy u’< v’. 
For vertices still not covered by the above rules, order them in an arbitrary fashion. 
Next we will define a map f3] of G(1) to G x [0, l] that satisfies the conditions 
below: 
(1) The map 0, is linear on each edge of G(1). 
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(2) The composition proj, 0 8, takes the vertices of G( l)\G to distinct irrational 
values, and if u < u are two such vertices then projz 0 0,(u) < proj, 0 e,(v). 
(3) V, = proj, 0 8, and 6,) G is given by x-+(x, 0). 
(4) For each pair (a, a’) in E,,, there are two points a( a, a’) on u and a((~‘, (T) 
on (T’ such that 0r causes the two simplexes to cross in T,(V) x [0, l] at the image 
of the two points. 
(5) For some pairs (a, (T’) of I,, there are points a (a, d) and a ( CT’, CT) as above 
so that 8, causes the two simplexes to cross as in the previous case. 
(6) The singularities described by (4) and (5) are the only singularities of the 
map 0,. 
The reader should note the absence of pairs in & from involvement with the singular 
set. The difficulties caused by same side splits in & will appear later. 
A first approximation to the map 0, is defined by extending the vertex map 
x + (x, p(x)/ZB) where B is the maximum value of p on G( 1). Then 0, is obtained 
from this first approximation by adjusting the value of proj, 0 p on the vertices 
according to the recipe of condition (2). If the adjustments are fine enough, then 
the conditions above will be satisfied. 
For any second derived subdivision G” of G, define a second derived subdivision 
G(1)” of G so that 9, is a simplicial map between the two second derived sub- 
divisions. A particular second derived subdivision will be chosen in a moment. 
Given G” and G(l)“, define a flattening 0 ,, of the map 13, by the rule x + 
(x, proj, 0 0,(u)) for points in the simplicial neighborhood N(u, G(1)“) and then 
extending linearly on the remainder of G(1). Define a quotient complex G(2) of 
G(1)” by identifying, for each vertex u of G(l), two points if they are mapped to 
the same point under the flattened fI,, . Define a map o2 from G(2) to G x [0, l] 
with associated quotient map q so that the following diagram is commutative: 
G( 1)” 
Y 8 h II 02 
(32) - Gx[O, 11 
For the particular choice of G”, take a first barycentric then second derived 
subdivision of G chosen so that the simplicial neighborhoods N( w, G”) are con- 
tained in very small .z-neighborhoods of the vertices w of G and so that the pieces 
proj,‘( N(w, G”)) are free of the singularities of 8,. Provided that the E above is 
kept sufficiently small, the induced map e2 will satisfy the conditions below: 
(1) Fir, = proj, 0 e2 and 13~ 1 G is given by x + (x, 0). 
(2) For each l-simplex (T of G(l), the map & is linear on a\N(b, G(2)). 
(3) For each vertex u of G(l), the map proj, 0 or is constant on N(u, G(2)). 
(4) proj, 0 & preserves the order < on the vertices of G(l)\G. 
(5) For each pair (o, a’) of &, there is a pair of points (b(a, a’), b(~‘, u)), the 
first one in a\N(ti, G(2)) and the second in a’\N(&, G(2)), so that 8, makes the 
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images of the two 1-simplexes cross at the images of the two points b(a, a’) and 
b(u), a). 
(6) For some pairs (u, (T’) of E, , there are similar pairs of points as in the previous 
condition. 
(7) The singularities of O2 are completely accounted for by the previous two 
conditions. 
(8) Under proj, 0 02, the vertices of G( l)\G, and the singular pairs of (5) and 
(6) are mapped to distinct irrational levels so that any given level corresponds to 
at most one singularity and no level corresponds to both a vertex and a singularity. 
The extension of Or to O2 in step V can now be carried out as before. This ends the 
modifications of Steps III-VI. There are a couple of points needing further dis- 
cussion. 
B.2. Some clari$cations for step XII 
In Step XII, j = 7, moving down a junction of beams, the satisfaction of an ordering 
condition is mentioned as being necessary for this step. The condition is really the 
requirement that there be no same side (k, k)-edge splits. This is the reason why 
E2 was defined. Under the new definition, the absence of linked cancellation segments 
guarantees that this condition is satisfied. 
In Step XII, j = 13, preliminary cone moves, we do not really entertain the possibility 
that a face could be simultaneously an upper face and a lower face. If this occurs, 
then another ordering condition has to be imposed to insure that the part of the 
complex that continues down the next beam not be disturbed by the cone moves. 
What is needed is that this continuing part of the complex intersect the lower trough 
ends only in a single point, the cone point for the lower face. This condition is not 
automatically satisfied. What is needed is a combination of two conditions, (i) no 
splits in 2, for the moving down a junction of beams move and (ii) no splits in E;, 
to assure that the second ordering condition can be met. Both of these are assured, 
by the new definition, when there are no linked cancellation segments. 
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